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Are you looking for a sustainable teambuilding
and an unforgettable experience?

Helsieni offers tailored programs for a 
journey into the world of mushrooms

We offer various activities for discovering how oyster mushrooms are cultivated 
in the city on coffee waste. From learning about the circular economy, to filling 
your own Growkit and tasting our delicious mushrooms prepared by the chefs 

from  Café Carusel.

Discover all our activities and contact us and we can design a program that suits 
your needs!
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ACTIVITY #1 - Tour of the 
mushroom farm
Duration:  1 hour
Location: Helsieni 

A guided tour of our mushroom farm. We will 
show how we converted shipping containers 
into a mushroom farm. The participants will 
learn the mushroom cultivation process. We 
will explain how our circular economy methods 
are contributing urban resilience.

ACTIVITY #2 - Exploring 
the Mushroom Kingdom
Duration:  1 hour
Location: Helsieni or at customer’s location

We will guide you through the fascinating 
mushroom kingdom showing examples of the 
application of mushrooms outside the domains 
of food and medicine. Did you know mushroom 
mycelium is a natural polymer and can be used 
as an natural glue in for example chipboard 
materials?
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ACTIVITY #3 - Fill your own 
Growkit
Duration:  1 hour
Location: Helsieni 

Participants can apply what they have seen in 
the tour. They will work in small groups, mixing 
coffee waste with mycelium and filling their 
own Helsieni Growkit.  They take it home as a 
nice souvenir, and after about a month will get 
up to 300g of fresh oyster mushrooms! We will 
also explain how they can continue growing 
mushrooms on their own coffee waste.

ACTIVITY #4 - Lunch with 
Oyster Mushrooms
Location: Café Carusel

Why not conclude your mushroom adventure 
with a meal based on oyster mushrooms? Take 
a 10 minute stroll along the sea-side and enjoy 
a meal with our oyster mushrooms at Café  
Carusel, 900m from our farm.
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Our offers

The Classic Tour | 1h
A guided tour of our farm.

The Discover Package | 1,5h
A guided tour of our farm and a presentation about mushroom cultivation 

and other inspiring applications of fungi.  Every participant will get a 

Helsieni Starter Kit to take home.

The Do-It-Yourself Package | 2h
A guided tour of our farm, presentation of mushroom cultivation theory. 

A hands-on workshop in which each participant fills their own Growkit, 

which they can take home.

After each package it is possible to continue to have an 
oyster mushroom based meal at Café Carusel.

For more information please contact us at:

info@helsieni.fi


